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(57) Abstract: An object is to provide a field effect transistor (FET) having a conductor-semiconductor junction, which has excel

o lent characteristics, which can be manufactured through an easy process, or which enables high integration. Owing to the junction
between a semiconductor layer and a conductor having a work function lower than the electron affinity of the semiconductor lay
er, a region into which carriers are injected from the conductor is formed in the semiconductor layer. Such a region is used as an
offset region of the FET or a resistor of a semiconductor circuit such as an inverter. Further, in the case of setting up such an offset
region and a resistor in one semiconductor layer, an integrated semiconductor device can be manufactured.



DESCRIPTION

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001]

The present invention relates to a field effect transistor (FET) including a

semiconductor and a semiconductor device including a field effect transistor.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002]

A field effect transistor (FET) is a device in which regions called a source and a

drain are provided in a semiconductor, in which each of the regions is provided with an

electrode, potentials are supplied to the electrodes, and an electric field is applied to the

semiconductor with the use of an electrode called a gate through an insulating film or a

Schottky barrier so that the state of the semiconductor is controlled, whereby current

flowing between the source and the drain is controlled. As the semiconductor, Group

IV elements (Group 14 elements) such as silicon and germanium, Group III-V

compounds such as gallium arsenide, indium phosphide, and gallium nitride, Group

II-VI compounds such as zinc sulfide and cadmium telluride, and the like can be given.

[0003]

In recent years, FETs in which an oxide such as zinc oxide or an indium

gallium zinc oxide-based compound is used as a semiconductor have been reported

(Patent Document 1 and Patent Document 2). In an FET including such an oxide

semiconductor, relatively high mobility can be obtained, and such a material has a wide

bandgap of greater than or equal to 3 electron volts; therefore, application of the FET

including an oxide semiconductor to displays, power devices, and the like is discussed.

[0004]

The fact that the bandgap of such a material is greater than or equal to 3

electron volts means that the material transmits visible light, for example; thus, in the

case where the material is used in a display, even an FET portion can transmit light and

the aperture ratio is expected to be improved.



[0005]

Further, such a wide bandgap is common to silicon carbide, which is used in

power devices; therefore, the oxide semiconductor is also expected to be applied to a

power device.

[0006]

Furthermore, a wide bandgap means few thermally excited carriers. For

example, silicon has a bandgap of 1.1 electron volts at room temperature and thus

thermally excited carriers exist therein at approximately 10 /cm , while in a

semiconductor with a bandgap of 3.2 electron volts, thermally excited carriers exist at

approximately 10 /cm according to calculation.

[0007]

In the case of silicon, carriers generated by thermal excitation exist as

described above even in silicon including no impurities, and thus the resistivity of the

silicon cannot be higher than or equal to 105 Qcm. In contrast, in the case of the

semiconductor with a bandgap of 3.2 electron volts, a resistivity of higher than or equal

to 10 Qcm can be obtained in theory. When an FET is manufactured using such a

semiconductor and its high resistivity in an off state (a state where the potential of a gate

is the same as the potential of a source) is utilized, it is expected that electric charge can

be retained semipermanently.

[0008]

Meanwhile, there are few reports on an oxide semiconductor which includes

zinc or indium in particular and has p-type conductivity. Accordingly, an FET using a

PN junction like an FET of silicon has not been reported, and a

conductor-semiconductor junction as disclosed in Patent Document 1 and Patent

Document 2, where a conductor electrode is in contact with an n-type oxide

semiconductor, has been used for forming a source or a drain.

[0009]

Note that in general academic books about semiconductors, the

"conductor-semiconductor junction" is expressed as a "metal-semiconductor junction."

In this case, metal means a conductor. For example, a semiconductor which is doped

at a high concentration and whose resistivity is significantly lowered, metal nitrides



such as titanium nitride and tungsten nitride, metal oxides such as indium tin oxide and

aluminum zinc oxide, and the like are also regarded as metal in "metal-semiconductor

junctions." However, the term "metal" might generally cause misunderstanding;

therefore, the term "conductor-semiconductor junction" is used instead of the term

"metal-semiconductor junction" in this specification.

[0010]

For example, Patent Document 1 discloses an FET like the one illustrated in

FIG. 5A, that is, an FET in which a first conductor electrode 103a called a source

electrode and a second conductor electrode 103b called a drain electrode are provided in

contact with one surface of a semiconductor layer 102 and a gate 105 is provided on the

other surface side of the semiconductor layer 102 with a gate insulating film 104

interposed therebetween. Conductors are used for the first conductor electrode 103a,

the second conductor electrode 103b, and the gate 105.

[0011]

The gate 105 needs to have a portion overlapping with the first conductor

electrode 103a and a portion overlapping with the second conductor electrode 103b, as

shown by a width c in FIG. 5A. In other words, it is necessary in Patent Document 1

that c is larger than zero.

[0012]

In an FET where a source electrode and a drain electrode are formed with the

use of a conductor-semiconductor junction, when the carrier concentration of the

semiconductor is high, current (off-state current) flows between the source electrode

and the drain electrode even in an off state. Thus, the off-state current needs to be

reduced by lowering the concentration of a donor or an acceptor in the semiconductor so

that an i-type semiconductor (in this specification, an i-type semiconductor is a

semiconductor whose carrier concentration derived from a donor or an acceptor is lower

than or equal to 10 /cm ) is obtained.

[0013]

Note that a concentration of a donor (or an acceptor) in this specification is a

concentration of an element, a chemical group, or the like which could be a donor (or an

acceptor) multiplied by an ionization rate thereof. For example, in the case where a

donor element is included at 2 % and the ionization rate thereof is 0.005 %, the donor



concentration is 1 ppm (= 0.02 χ 0.00005).

[0014]

By the way, in a semiconductor circuit including an FET, especially in a

semiconductor circuit in which either a p-channel FET or an n-channel FET can be used,

an inverter which is one of fundamental circuits has a structure in which a resistor is

connected in series with an FET as illustrated in FIG. 6A.

[0015]

Alternatively, in some cases, the inverter may have a structure in which two

FETs are connected in series and a short circuit between a drain and a gate of one of the

FETs (typically, the one on the VH side) is caused so that a diode is formed, as

illustrated in FIG. 6B. However, the inverter of FIG. 6B has a disadvantage in that a

contact at a portion expressed by X in the drawing needs to be made in order to cause

the short circuit between the drain and the gate of the FET and thereby high integration

cannot be achieved.

[0016]

In the inverter of the type of FIG. 6A, under the assumption that the resistance

when the FET is on is ?O N and the resistance when the FET is off is R O , a resistor

having a resistance value R which satisfies the relation, R « « ROFF, is connected

to the FET. Here, it is preferable that R is higher than 10i?oN and lower than oFF ,

and further preferable that R is higher than 100Z?ON and lower than ./?OFF/100.

[0017]

In this type of inverter, if the input is High, a current flows through the resistor

and the on-state FET. At this time, the resistance between the VH and the VL in the

inverter is R + RON- If the relation, R » RON, is satisfied, the resistance of the inverter

can approximate to R . Accordingly, when the power supply voltage of the inverter is

assumed to be Vdd, power consumption can be expressed as Vdd IR. Further, the

output voltage can approximate to zero.

[0018]

Even if the input is Low, a current flows through the resistor and the FET. At

this time, the resistance of the inverter is R + R F - If the relation, R « ROFF, is

satisfied, the resistance of the inverter can approximate to ?OFF Accordingly, power



consumption of the inverter can be expressed as Vdd 2 / o FF Further, the output

voltage can approximate to Vdd.

[0019]

As is apparent from the above relations, when R and R are large values,

power consumption can be reduced. In addition, in terms of the output voltage, it is

preferable that R has an intermediate value between R and R O , and it is ideal that R

is {Ron is a large value.

[0020]

Among conventional semiconductor circuits, a circuit including an amorphous

silicon FET is known as such a semiconductor circuit in which either a p-channel FET

or an n-channel FET can be used.

[0021]

In an inverter circuit including an amorphous silicon FET, n-type amorphous

silicon is used for a resistor. The n-type amorphous silicon is used as a material of a

source and a drain of an FET and part of the amorphous silicon is processed so as to be

used as a resistor. Since the n-type amorphous silicon does not have a high resistivity,

the size of the resistor is larger than that of the FET.

[0022]

By the way, an FET in which the carrier concentration is reduced by using an

intrinsic (i-type) semiconductor having a band gap of 2 electron volts or more has an

extremely small off-state current, that is, an extremely high OFF and also has a mobility

that is significantly high as compared to that of amorphous silicon, that is, a low Ro ,

thus, the value of R /Ron is larger than or equal to 10 0 . With such a large value of

Ro p/Ron, the margin in forming or designing a resistor is increased.

[0023]

However, in the FETs in which a conductor is directly in contact with a

semiconductor as in Patent Document 1 and Patent Document 2, a material appropriate

for a resistor cannot be found, unlike the case of the FET including amorphous silicon.

In particular, an i-type semiconductor formed through reduction of the carrier

concentration is considered as having an extremely high resistivity; therefore, usage of

the i-type semiconductor for a resistor has not been assumed at all.

[Reference]



[Patent Document]

[0024]

[Patent Document 1] United States Published Patent Application No. 2005/0199879

[Patent Document 2] United States Published Patent Application No. 2007/0194379

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

[0025]

It is an object of the present invention to provide an excellent FET,

semiconductor device, or semiconductor circuit, or a manufacturing method thereof by

devising the circuit design of the FET having a conductor-semiconductor junction as

described above. Another object is to provide an FET or semiconductor device having

excellent characteristics or a manufacturing method thereof by utilizing features of the

conductor-semiconductor junction. Further, it is an object to provide an FET or

semiconductor device which can be manufactured through an easy process or a

manufacturing method thereof. Furthermore, another object is to provide an FET or

semiconductor device with high integration or a manufacturing method thereof. The

present invention achieves at least one of the above objects.

[0026]

Before the present invention is described, terms used in this specification will

be briefly explained. First, as for a source and a drain of a transistor in this

specification, a terminal supplied with a higher potential is referred to as a drain and the

other terminal is referred to as a source in an n-channel FET, and a terminal supplied

with a lower potential is referred to as a drain and the other terminal is referred to as a

source in a p-channel FET. In the case where the same potential is supplied to the two

terminals, one of them is referred to as a source and the other is referred to as a drain.

[0027]

Instead of the terms "source electrode" and "drain electrode", those portions are

referred to as a "first conductor electrode" and a "second conductor electrode" in some

cases. In such a case, the names are not interchanged between those portions

depending on the potential level.

[0028]

A first embodiment of the present invention is an FET including a



semiconductor layer, a first conductor electrode and a second conductor electrode

provided in contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer, and a gate provided on

the other surface side of the semiconductor layer. An offset region is formed in at least

one of a region between the first conductor electrode and the gate and a region between

the second conductor electrode and the gate.

[0029]

A second embodiment of the present invention is an FET including a

semiconductor layer, a first conductor electrode and a second conductor electrode

provided in contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer, and a gate provided

over the same surface. An offset region is formed in at least one of a region between

the first conductor electrode and the gate and a region between the second conductor

electrode and the gate.

[0030]

In the above-described first and second embodiments of the present invention,

the width of the offset region is preferably more than or equal to 10 nm and less than or

equal to 100 nm, further preferably more than or equal to 10 nm and less than or equal

to 50 nm, and still further preferably more than or equal to 10 nm and less than or equal

to 20 nm. In addition, the thickness of the semiconductor layer is preferably less than

or equal to the width of the offset region and further preferably less than or equal to half

of the width of the offset region. Moreover, the width of the gate is preferably more

than or equal to the width of the offset region.

[0031]

A third embodiment of the present invention is a semiconductor device

including a semiconductor layer, a first conductor electrode, a second conductor

electrode, and a third conductor electrode which are in contact with one surface of the

semiconductor layer, and a gate provided on the other surface side of the semiconductor

layer.

[0032]

A fourth embodiment of the present invention is a semiconductor device

including a semiconductor layer, a first conductor electrode, a second conductor

electrode, and a third conductor electrode which are in contact with one surface of the

semiconductor layer, and a gate provided over the same surface.



[0033]

In the above first to fourth embodiments of the present invention, it is

preferable that the portions of the first to third conductor electrodes, which are in

contact with the semiconductor layer, have a work function of lower than the sum of the

electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.3 electron volts (i.e., the electron

affinity + 0.3 electron volts). Alternatively, it is preferable that ohmic junctions be

formed between the first and second conductor electrodes and the semiconductor layer.

[0034]

In the above-described first to fourth embodiments of the present invention, the

work function of a portion that is the closest to the semiconductor layer in the gate is

preferably higher than the sum of the electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and

0.6 electron volts (i.e., the electron affinity + 0.6 electron volts). In addition, it is

preferable that the semiconductor layer is an i-type semiconductor layer.

[0035]

In the above-described first to fourth embodiments of the present invention, the

FET or the semiconductor circuit may be provided over an appropriate substrate. In

such a case, a structure in which the semiconductor layer is provided between the gate

and the substrate or a structure in which the gate is provided between the semiconductor

layer and the substrate may be employed.

[0036]

As examples of a material of the substrate, a semiconductor such as single

crystal silicon, insulators such as various kinds of glasses, quartz, sapphire, and various

types of ceramics, and conductors such as aluminum, stainless steel, and copper can be

given. In the case where a semiconductor or a conductor is used as a substrate, it is

preferable that an insulating layer is provided on a surface of the substrate.

[0037]

Furthermore, a gate insulating film may be provided between the

semiconductor layer and the gate. Alternatively, a Schottky barrier junction may be

formed between the semiconductor layer and the gate. In addition, it is not necessary

that the first to third conductor electrodes are all formed using the same material. Each

of the first to third conductor electrodes may be formed using different materials, or two



of them may be formed using the same material.

[0038]

Note that the kind of the semiconductor layer is not limited to an oxide, and a

Group II-VI compound such as a sulfide may be used. In addition, to reduce carriers

generated by thermal excitation as described above, the bandgap of the semiconductor is

preferably greater than or equal to 2 electron volts and less than 4 electron volts, further

preferably greater than or equal to 2.9 electron volts and less than 3.5 electron volts.

[0039]

At least one of the above objects can be achieved by employing any of the

above-described structures. In the present invention, an appropriate resistance region

is formed by utilizing properties of the conductor-semiconductor junction and the

resistance region is utilized to form an offset region of an FET, a semiconductor circuit,

or a semiconductor device.

[0040]

In the FETs as disclosed in Patent Document 1 and Patent Document 2, the

source electrode, the drain electrode, and the gate are formed of conductors. However,

an influence of the conductor on a semiconductor has not been fully considered so far.

[0041]

In this respect, it is found out from the consideration of the present inventor

that in the case where the work function of a conductor is lower than the electron

affinity of a semiconductor layer in the conductor-semiconductor junction, electrons

flow into the semiconductor layer and thereby an ohmic junction is formed.

[0042]

In an FET, since it is preferable that a junction between a source electrode and

a semiconductor or between a drain electrode and the semiconductor be formed so that

current flows easily, a material of the source electrode or the drain electrode is selected

so that an ohmic junction is formed. For example, titanium and titanium nitride are

given. When a junction between an electrode and a semiconductor is an ohmic

junction, there are advantages of stable characteristics of an FET to be obtained and of

high percentage of non-defective products.

[0043]

In such a conductor-semiconductor junction, the concentration of electrons is



higher in a region closer to the conductor and is roughly calculated to be 10 0/cm3 in
18 3several nanometers, 10 /cm in several tens of nanometers, 10 /cm in several

hundreds of nanometers, 10 14/cm even in several micrometers from the interface of the

conductor-semiconductor junction. That is, even if the semiconductor itself is intrinsic

(i-type), a region having a high carrier concentration is formed by the contact with the

conductor. Formation of such a region including many carriers in the vicinity of the

interface of the conductor-semiconductor junction can make the

conductor-semiconductor junction an ohmic junction.

[0044]

Further, it is also made clear that when a conductor having an electron affinity

higher than the work function of the semiconductor layer is used as a material of the

gate, the gate can have a function of eliminating electrons in the semiconductor. For

example, tungsten and platinum can be given as examples of the material of the gate.

It is found out that the off-state current can be made extremely small when using such a

gate material.

[0045]

On the basis of the above consideration, a conceptual distribution of the carrier

concentration in the semiconductor layer 102 of the FET illustrated in FIG. 5A in the

case where the first conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode 103b, and

the gate 105 have the same potential is illustrated in FIG. 5B. Here, assuming that the

work function of each of the first conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor

electrode 103b is Wm, the work function of the gate 105 is W , and the electron affinity

of the semiconductor layer 102 is , the following conditions are satisfied: Wm < φ + 0.3

electron volts, W > φ + 0.6 electron volts.

[0046]

As illustrated in FIG. 5B, electrons are injected from the first conductor

electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b, and a region 102a having an

extremely high electron concentration is formed in the vicinity of the first conductor

electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b. In a portion close to the gate

105, a region 102e having an extremely low electron concentration is formed.

Between the region 102a and the region 102e, the concentration of electrons is lower in



a portion that is more apart from the first conductor electrode 103a and the second

conductor electrode 103b or in a region closer to the gate 105.

[0047]

FIG. 5B shows that the concentration of electrons in a region 102b is lower

than that in the region 102a by approximately an order of magnitude, the concentration

of electrons in a region 102c is lower than that in the region 102b by approximately an

order of magnitude, and the concentration of electrons in a region 102d is lower than

that in the region 102c by approximately an order of magnitude. As the concentration

of electrons is increased, the conductivity is increased. On the other hand, as the

concentration of electrons is decreased, the conductivity is decreased. For example,

the semiconductor layer 102 in the region 102e is an insulator.

[0048]

The off-state current of the FET illustrated in FIG. 5B is determined by the

region 102e which is formed in a middle area between the first conductor electrode 103a

and the second conductor electrode 103b. Meanwhile, it is found that the portion

where the first conductor electrode 103a and the gate 105 overlap with each other, the

portion where the second conductor electrode 103b and the gate 105 overlap with each

other, and a peripheral region of the portions have little influence on the reduction of the

off-state current.

[0049]

If the distance between the first conductor electrode 103a and the second

conductor electrode 103b is reduced in the FET illustrated in FIG. 5A, the region 102e is

narrowed and the region having a higher concentration of electrons than the region 102e

is widened. This state is not favorable because the off-state current is increased.

Therefore, a certain value of the distance needs to be assured between the first

conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b in order to make an

off-state current smaller than or equal to a certain value.

[0050]

The present inventor has noticed that the distribution of the concentration of

electrons as illustrated in FIG. 5B can also be obtained with a structure other than the

structure of FIG. 5A, for example, with a structure as illustrated in FIG. 1A. In the

FET having the structure of FIG. 1A, the first conductor electrode 103a and the second



conductor electrode 103b are provided so as not to overlap with the gate 105. In FIG.

1A, an offset region having a width d is provided between the first conductor electrode

103a and the gate 105.

[0051]

The FET illustrated in FIG. 1A may be provided over a substrate of an

appropriate material. In such a case, the substrate may be positioned over the gate 105

or below the first conductor electrode 103a in the drawing.

[0052]

Normally, such an offset region has the same effect as the case of connecting a

resistor in series with an FET. However, according to the consideration of the present

inventor, it is found that even when such an offset region is provided, the influence on

the operation of the FET is little as long as d is 100 nm or less, preferably 50 nm or less,

and further preferably 20 nm or less.

[0053]

This is because electrons flow into the semiconductor layer 102 from the first

conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b as described above

and thereby a portion having a high concentration of electrons (e.g., the region 102c) is

formed even in the offset region. In the case of an n-channel FET, when a positive

potential is applied to the gate 105, a portion directly below the offset region in the

region 102e and the region 102d in FIG. IB becomes a region having a high

concentration of electrons, and a path connecting the first conductor electrode 103a with

the second conductor electrode 103b is formed.

[0054]

With such a structure, parasitic capacitance between the gate 105 and the first

conductor electrode 103a and between the gate 105 and the second conductor electrode

103b can be sufficiently reduced. In order to enjoy this effect, the width d of the offset

region is preferably 10 nm or more. When the width d of the offset region is less than

10 nm, parasitic capacitance between the gate 105 and the first conductor electrode 103a

or between the gate 105 and the second conductor electrode 103b is significantly

increased.

[0055]

In the FET illustrated in FIG 1A, the first conductor electrode 103a and the



second conductor electrode 03b are provided on the surface different from the surface

provided with the gate 105. An FET in which the first conductor electrode 103a and

the second conductor electrode 103b are provided on the same surface that is provided

with the gate 05 can also be manufactured.

[0056]

FIG. 1C illustrates an FET in which the first conductor electrode 103a, the

second conductor electrode 103b, the gate insulating film 104, and the gate 105 are

provided on the same surface of the semiconductor layer 102. Offset regions are

provided between the gate 105 and the first conductor electrode 103a and between the

gate 105 and the second conductor electrode 103b.

[0057]

The semiconductor layer 102 is in contact with the first conductor electrode

103a and the second conductor electrode 103b, whereby supply of electrons is caused;

thus, regions having various concentrations of electrons are formed as illustrated in FIG.

1C. The distribution of the concentration of electrons is slightly different from that of

FIG. IB since the first conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode

103b are provided on the same surface that is provided with the gate 105.

[0058]

In the structure of FIG 1C, the influence of the first conductor electrode 103a

and the second conductor electrode 103b is relatively reduced particularly on the

opposite side from the gate in the semiconductor layer 102; accordingly, the

concentration of electrons in that portion is reduced as compared to the structure of FIG.

IB. As a result, the off-state current is further reduced.

[0059]

Since such an FET has a structure similar to that of a conventional silicon

MOSFET, there are advantages in that a process such as multilayer wiring can be easily

and simply carried out as compared to the structure of FIG. 1A and that higher

integration can be achieved. Further, a doping process using ion implantation, which

is necessary in the case of a conventional silicon MOSFET, is unnecessary in the

structure of FIG 1C. That is, a portion provided with the gate is automatically serves

as a channel having an extremely low concentration of electrons, and the other portion

corresponds to an extension region having moderate concentrations of electrons.



[0060]

Electrons flow into the semiconductor layer 102 from the first conductor

electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b and the portion having

moderate concentrations of electrons is formed, which means the portion having

moderate concentrations of electrons has an intermediate resistance value between the

resistance value of the on-state FET and the resistance value of the off-state FET.

[0061]

Back to FIGS. 5A to 5C, a conceptual distribution of the concentration of

carriers in the semiconductor layer 102 in the case where the gate 105 is removed from

the FET of FIG. 5A is illustrated in FIG. 5C. In this case, an effect of the gate that

removes electrons cannot be obtained, and a region having a high concentration of

electrons, which is wider than that of FIG. 5B, is formed due to electrons injected from

the first conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b.

[0062]

In consideration of the fact that the FET in FIG. 5B is in an off state and a

region having a higher concentration of electrons is formed in large area in the

semiconductor layer 102 due to the gate 105 in an on state of the FET, FIG. 5C

illustrates an FET in the intermediate state between the on state and the off state.

[0063]

The resistance value (the resistance value in the region between the first

conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b) in this state also has

an intermediate value between the resistance value of the on-state FET and the

resistance value of the off-state FET. The resistance value is inversely proportional to

the carrier concentration. The resistivity of the semiconductor layer in the element

having a structure in which the gate 105 is removed from the FET of FIG. 5A

(hereinafter referred to as a resistor element) is lower than the resistivity of the

semiconductor layer in the off-state FET including the same-thickness semiconductor

layer by three to eight orders of magnitude.

[0064]

It is preferable to use such a resistor element as a resistor in the inverter

illustrated in FIG. 6A as described above. In particular, when the distance L between

the first conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b is more than



or equal to 100 nm and less than or equal to 10 µπ , the relation, R « R « ROFP, can

be satisfied on the assumption of using the FET which has a channel length

approximately the same as the distance L (a channel length more than or equal to 1/2

times of L and less than or equal to 5 times of L ) and has the on-state resistance ?O and

the off-state resistance ^OFF-

[0065]

At this time, it is preferable that the channel width of the FET is more than or

equal to 50 % and less than or equal to 200 % of the width of the resistor element and

the thickness of the semiconductor layer of the FET is more than or equal to 50 % and

less than or equal to 200 % of the thickness of the semiconductor layer of the resistor

element. Needless to say, it is possible to satisfy the above relation under other

conditions.

[0066]

The work function of a conductor is discussed in the above description. The

work function of a conductor may be a value determined by an interface with a

semiconductor in a simplest assumption; however, a complex physical property such as

generation of a compound of the semiconductor and the conductor due to chemical

reaction or a trap of electric charge or another element is often observed at the interface

in reality.

[0067]

In the case where a first conductor layer with an extremely small thickness of

less than or equal to several nanometers and a second conductor layer with a relatively

large thickness are stacked over a semiconductor layer in this order, for example, the

influence of the work function of the first conductor layer is considerably reduced.

Therefore, in application of the present invention, the design may be performed so that

the work function or the like of each material at a position that is 5 nm away from an

interface with the semiconductor layer satisfies favorable conditions of the present

invention.

[0068]

The present invention is particularly effective for a semiconductor material in

which substantially only one of an electron and a hole can be used as a carrier. In



other words, a favorable result can be obtained in accordance with the present invention,

for example, in the case where the mobility of one of the electron and the hole is higher

than or equal to 1 cm2/Vs whereas the mobility of the other is lower than or equal to

0.01 cm /Vs, the other of the electron and the hole does not exist as a carrier, or the

effective mass of the other of the electron and the hole is 100 times or more as large as

that of a free electron.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0069]

In the accompanying drawings:

FIGS. 1A to 1C illustrate operation principles of field effect transistors of the

present invention;

FIGS. A to 2C illustrate an example of a semiconductor circuit of the present

invention;

FIGS. 3A to 3C illustrate an example of a semiconductor circuit of the present

invention;

FIGS. 4A to 4D illustrate an example of a manufacturing process of a

semiconductor circuit of the present invention;

FIGS. 5A to 5C illustrate principles of the present invention; and

FIGS. 6A and 6B are circuit diagrams of conventional inverters.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0070]

Hereinafter, embodiments will be described with reference to the drawings.

Note that the embodiments can be implemented in various modes, and it is easily

understood by those skilled in the art that modes and details can be changed in various

ways without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Therefore,

the present invention is not construed as being limited to the description of the

embodiments. Note that in structures described below, the same portions or portions

having similar functions are denoted by the same reference numerals in different

drawings, and detailed description thereof is not repeated.

[0071]



(Embodiment 1)

In this embodiment, a semiconductor circuit illustrated in FIGS. 2A to 2C will

be described. FIG. 2A is a conceptual diagram illustrating a cross section of the

semiconductor circuit, and FIG. 2B illustrates the semiconductor circuit of FIG. 2A seen

from the bottom side. As illustrated in FIG 2A, this semiconductor circuit includes a

first conductor electrode 103a, a second conductor electrode 103b, and a third conductor

electrode 103c which are in contact with one surface of a semiconductor layer 102.

The other surface of the semiconductor layer 102 is provided with a gate 105. A gate

insulating film 104 is provided between the gate 105 and the semiconductor layer 102.

[0072]

A substrate may be provided either below the first conductor electrode 103a,

the second conductor electrode 103b, and the third conductor electrode 103c or over the

gate 105. The semiconductor layer 102 of this semiconductor circuit is generally

rectangular as illustrated in FIG. 2B and provided with the first conductor electrode

103a, the second conductor electrode 103b, and the third conductor electrode 103c. In

addition, it is preferable that the semiconductor layer 102 is formed of an i-type

semiconductor, and the bandgap of the semiconductor is preferably greater than or equal

to 2 electron volts and less than 4 electron volts, further preferably greater than or equal

to 2.9 electron volts and less than 3.5 electron volts.

[0073]

The gate 105 is provided so as to overlap with a region of the semiconductor

layer 102 between the first conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode

103b (the region does not include a portion overlapping with the first conductor

electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b) but so as not to overlap with a

region of the semiconductor layer 102 between the second conductor electrode 103b and

the third conductor electrode 103c (the region does not include a portion overlapping

with the second conductor electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c).

[0074]

With such a structure, the first conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor

electrode 103b, the gate 105, and a portion of the semiconductor layer 102 which is

surrounded by the first conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode 103b,

and the gate 105 form an FET. In addition, the second conductor electrode 103b, the



third conductor electrode 103c, and a portion of the semiconductor layer 102 between

the second conductor electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c form a

resistor.

[0075]

In other words, as illustrated in FIG. 2A, the former functions as a transistor

portion, and the latter functions as a resistance portion. The distributions of the

concentration of electrons in the transistor portion and the resistance portion of the

semiconductor layer 102 are almost the same as the distribution illustrated in FIG. 5B

and the distribution illustrated in FIG. 5C, respectively. Accordingly, as illustrated in

the circuit diagram of FIG. 2C, an inverter of the type of FIG. 6A is obtained.

[0076]

Further, as illustrated in FIG. 2B, the length of the transistor portion in the

channel width direction and the length of the resistance portion in a direction

corresponding to the channel width direction are substantially the same. It is obvious

from the following reason that the inverter having the structure of FIGS. A to 2C has

higher integration than the inverter illustrated in FIG. 6B.

[0077]

For example, in formation of the inverter of the type of FIG. 6B in a similar

manner, a gate needs to be provided also between the second conductor electrode 103b

and the third conductor electrode 103c. However, in order to ensure the insulation

between the gate 105 and a gate adjacent to the gate 105, a distance more than or equal

to the minimal processing line width needs to be set between the adjacent gates. As a

result, the width of the second conductor electrode 103b needs to be large.

[0078]

In FIGS. 2A and 2B, the minimal processing line width is a width of the first

conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode 103b, or the third conductor

electrode 103c. Accordingly, in the inverter of the type of FIG. 6B, the width of the

second conductor electrode 103b needs to be twice the width of that in FIGS. 2A and 2B.

In contrast, in the inverter of the type of FIG. 6A, it is not necessary to provide a gate

between the second conductor electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c;

accordingly, the width of the second conductor electrode 103b can be set to a minimal

line width.



[0079]

The semiconductor device as illustrated in FIGS. 2A to 2C may be

manufactured in the following manner: the first conductor electrode 103a, the second

conductor electrode 103b, and the third conductor electrode 103c are formed over a

substrate and then the semiconductor layer 102, the gate insulating film 104, and the

gate 105 are formed.

[0080]

Alternatively, the following method may be employed: the gate 105 is formed

over a substrate and then the gate insulating film 104, the semiconductor layer 102, the

first conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode 103b, and the third

conductor electrode 103c are formed.

[0081]

Note that although the distance between the first conductor electrode 103a and

the second conductor electrode 103b is substantially the same as the distance between

the second conductor electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c in FIGS.

2A to 2C, the former distance may be set more than or less than the latter distance.

[0082]

(Embodiment 2)

In this embodiment, a semiconductor circuit illustrated in FIGS. 3A to 3C will

be described. FIG. 3A is a conceptual diagram illustrating a cross section of the

semiconductor circuit, and FIG. 3B illustrates the semiconductor circuit of FIG 3A seen

from the bottom side. In a manner similar to that of the semiconductor device

illustrated in FIGS. 2A to 2C, this semiconductor circuit includes a first conductor

electrode 103a, a second conductor electrode 103b, and a third conductor electrode 103c

which are in contact with one surface of a semiconductor layer 102, as illustrated in FIG.

3A. The other surface of the semiconductor layer 102 is provided with a gate 105. A

gate insulating film 104 is provided between the gate 105 and the semiconductor layer

102. It is preferable that the semiconductor layer 102 is formed of an i-type

semiconductor, and the bandgap of the semiconductor is preferably greater than or equal

to 2 electron volts and less than 4 electron volts, further preferably greater than or equal

to 2.9 electron volts and less than 3.5 electron volts.

[0083]



The gate 05 is provided so as to overlap with at least part of a region A of the

semiconductor layer 102 between the first conductor electrode 103a and the second

conductor electrode 103b (the region A does not include a portion overlapping with the

first conductor electrode 103a and the second conductor electrode 103b) but so as not to

overlap with a region B of the semiconductor layer 102 between the second conductor

electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c (the region B does not include a

portion overlapping with the second conductor electrode 103b and the third conductor

electrode 103c).

[0084]

A point different from that of the semiconductor device illustrated in FIGS. 2A

to 2C is that the gate 105 overlaps with neither the first conductor electrode 103a nor

the second conductor electrode 103b and offset regions are included. In other words,

the offset regions having a length d are included between the gate 105 and the first

conductor electrode 103 and between the gate 105 and the second conductor electrode

103b.

[0085]

The semiconductor layer 102 of this semiconductor circuit has a complicated

shape as illustrated in FIG 3B. The semiconductor layer 102 has a wide width in the

left part (in a portion including the region A) and a narrow width in the right part (in a

portion including the region E). In this manner, the resistance in the right part is

increased and the resistance ratio of the resistance in the right part with respect to the

resistance in the left part is adjusted.

[0086]

Also in this semiconductor device, in a manner similar to that of Embodiment 1,

the first conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode 103b, the gate 105,

and a portion of the semiconductor layer 102 which is surrounded by the first conductor

electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode 103b, and the gate 105 form an FET

which is similar to that of FIG. 1A. In addition, the second conductor electrode 103b,

the third conductor electrode 103c, and a portion of the semiconductor layer 102

between the second conductor electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c

form a resistor which is similar to that of FIG. 5C.

[0087]



In other words, as illustrated in FIG. 3A, the former functions as a transistor

portion, and the latter functions as a resistance portion. The distributions of the

concentration of electrons in the transistor portion and the resistance portion of the

semiconductor layer 102 are almost the same as the distribution illustrated in FIG. IB

and the distribution illustrated in FIG. 5C, respectively. The circuit diagram is

illustrated in FIG. 3C. This semiconductor device can be used as the inverter

illustrated in FIG. 6A. The resistance of the resistance portion of this semiconductor

device is higher than that of Embodiment 1.

[0088]

In the inverter of this embodiment, the resistance can be made high when the

input of the transistor is Low; accordingly, power consumption can be reduced. In

addition, for the same reason, a breakdown of an element due to a flow-through current

can be prevented; accordingly, reliability can be increased.

[0089]

By the way, in the case where an inverter of the type of FIG. 6B is

manufactured using a FET including an offset region like the one described in this

embodiment, the reduction in the degree of integration, which has been pointed out in

Embodiment 1, can be overcome. In other words, due to the existence of the offset

region, the distance between gates is more than the minimal line width. Accordingly,

even in the case of forming the second conductor electrode 103b to have a minimal line

width, a gate adjacent to the gate 105 can be provided between the second conductor

electrode 103b and the third conductor electrode 103c.

[0090]

However, since a contact between the gate and the conductor electrode needs to

be obtained as described above, the degree of integration is reduced as compared to the

type of FIG. 6A.

[0091]

(Embodiment 3)

In this embodiment, a manufacturing method of a semiconductor device will be

described with reference to FIGS. 4A to 4D. First, as illustrated in FIG 4A, a

semiconductor layer 102 and a gate insulating film 104 are formed over a substrate 101.

A variety of substrates can be given as examples of the substrate 101, but the substrate



101 needs to have such a property as to withstand the subsequent treatment. Further, it

is preferable that a surface of the substrate 101 has an insulating property. Accordingly,

the substrate 101 is preferably a single insulator; an insulator, metal, or semiconductor

whose surface is provided with an insulating layer; or the like.

[0092]

In the case of using an insulator for the substrate 101, various kinds of glasses,

sapphire, quartz, ceramics, or the like can be used. In the case of using a metal,

aluminum, copper, stainless steel, silver, or the like can be used. In the case of using a

semiconductor, silicon, germanium, silicon carbide, gallium nitride, or the like can be

used. In this embodiment, barium borosilicate glass is used as the substrate 101.

[0093]

As a semiconductor material of the semiconductor layer 102, an oxide

semiconductor including indium and zinc is used. Other than the above oxide

semiconductor, a variety of oxide semiconductors can be used. In this embodiment,

the semiconductor layer 102 is formed in the following manner: an indium zinc oxide

film having a thickness of 30 nm is formed by a sputtering method using an oxide target

including equal amounts of indium and zinc and then the film is patterned.

[0094]

An insulating film formed by a sputtering method is used as the gate insulating

film 104. As a material of the gate insulating film 104, silicon oxide, aluminum oxide,

aluminum nitride, hafnium oxide, lanthanum oxide, yttrium oxide, or the like can be

used. In this embodiment, aluminum oxide having a thickness of 100 nm is formed by

a sputtering method as the gate insulating film 104.

[0095]

Appropriate heat treatment is preferably performed either after formation of the

semiconductor layer 102 or after formation of the gate insulating film 104 or at both of

the timings. This heat treatment is for reducing the hydrogen concentration or oxygen

vacancies in the semiconductor layer 102, and if possible, the heat treatment is

preferably performed right after formation of the semiconductor layer 102.

[0096]

In the heat treatment, it is preferable that heat treatment in a reducing

atmosphere is initially performed and then heat treatment in an oxygen atmosphere is



performed. In the initial heat treatment in a reducing atmosphere, hydrogen is

efficiently released together with oxygen. In the next heat treatment in an oxygen

atmosphere, oxygen vacancies can be reduced.

[0097]

Then, a gate 105 is formed as illustrated in FIG. 4B. A material of the gate

105 can be a metal having a high work function such as platinum, gold, or tungsten.

Alternatively, a compound having an electron affinity of 5 electron volts or more, such

as indium nitride, may be used. The gate 105 may include a single material of any of

the above-described materials or may have a multilayer structure where a portion in

contact with the gate insulating film 104 includes any of the above-described materials.

In this embodiment, a 100-nm-thick platinum film and a 100-nm-thick aluminum film

are formed by a sputtering method and etched, so that the gate 105 is formed.

[0098]

Further, an interlayer insulator 106 is formed by a sputtering method. The

interlayer insulator 106 is preferably formed using a material having a low dielectric

constant. In this embodiment, the interlayer insulator 106 is a silicon oxide film

having a thickness of 300 nm formed by a CVD method. As illustrated in FIG. 4C, the

interlayer insulator 106 is planarized by a chemical mechanical polishing (CMP)

method.

[0099]

Then, contact holes reaching the semiconductor layer 102 are formed, and a

first conductor electrode 103a, a second conductor electrode 103b, and a third conductor

electrode 103c are formed. In this embodiment, a 50-nm-thick titanium nitride film

and a 150-nm-thick titanium film are successively formed by a sputtering method and

patterned, so that the first conductor electrode 103a, the second conductor electrode

103b, and the third conductor electrode 103c are formed. In this manner, a

semiconductor circuit illustrated in FIG. 4D is formed.

[0100]

A portion on the left side of the semiconductor layer 102 in FIG. 4D, over

which the gate 105 is formed, functions as an active layer of a FET, and a portion on the

right side in FIG. 4D, over which the gate 105 is not provided, functions as a resistor.

This circuit can be used as the inverter illustrated in FIG. 6A.



[0101]

(Embodiment 4)

The semiconductor devices described in Embodiments 1 to 3 can be used in a

variety of electronic devices, for example, in driver circuits for display devices such as

liquid crystal displays, EL (electro luminescent) displays, and FE (field emission)

displays, driver circuits for image sensors, semiconductor memories, and the like.

Further, the semiconductor devices described in Embodiments 1 to 3 can be used in

electronic devices including the above-described electronic devices, for example, in

television sets, personal computers, communication devices such as mobile phones,

electronic notebooks, portable music players, and the like.

This application is based on Japanese Patent Application serial no.

2010-024580 filed with Japan Patent Office on February 5, 2010, the entire contents of

which are hereby incorporated by reference.



CLAIMS

. A field effect transistor comprising:

a semiconductor layer;

a first conductor electrode and a second conductor electrode which are

provided in contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer; and

a gate provided on the other surface side of the semiconductor layer,

wherein an offset region is formed in at least one of a region between the first

conductor electrode and the gate and a region between the second conductor electrode

and the gate, and

wherein a bandgap of the semiconductor layer is greater than or equal to 2

electron volts and less than 4 electron volts.

2. A field effect transistor comprising:

a semiconductor layer;

a first conductor electrode and a second conductor electrode which are

provided in contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer; and

a gate provided on the other surface side of the semiconductor layer,

wherein an offset region is formed in at least one of a region between the first

conductor electrode and the gate and a region between the second conductor electrode

and the gate.

3. A field effect transistor comprising:

a semiconductor layer;

a first conductor electrode and a second conductor electrode provided in

contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer; and

a gate provided over the same surface,

wherein an offset region is formed in at least one of a region between the first

conductor electrode and the gate and a region between the second conductor electrode

and the gate.

4. A semiconductor device comprising:

a semiconductor layer;



a first conductor electrode, a second conductor electrode, and a third conductor

electrode which are provided in contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer;

and

a gate provided on the other surface side of the semiconductor layer,

wherein the gate overlaps with at least part of a region between the first

conductor electrode and the second conductor electrode, and

wherein the gate does not overlap with a region between the second conductor

electrode and the third conductor electrode.

5. A semiconductor device comprising:

a semiconductor layer;

a first conductor electrode, a second conductor electrode, and a third conductor

electrode which are provided in contact with one surface of the semiconductor layer;

and

a gate provided over the same surface of the semiconductor layer,

wherein the gate overlaps with at least part of a region between the first

conductor electrode and the second conductor electrode, and

wherein the gate does not overlap with a region between the second conductor

electrode and the third conductor electrode.

6. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, wherein a portion of the first

conductor electrode and a portion of the second conductor electrode which are in

contact with the semiconductor layer have a work function lower than a sum of an

electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.3 electron volts.

7. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, wherein a portion of the first

conductor electrode and a portion of the second conductor electrode which are in

contact with the semiconductor layer have a work function lower than a sum of an

electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.3 electron volts.

8. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, wherein a portion of the first

conductor electrode and a portion of the second conductor electrode which are in



contact with the semiconductor layer have a work function lower than a sum of an

electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.3 electron volts.

9. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein a portion of the

first conductor electrode and a portion of the second conductor electrode which are in

contact with the semiconductor layer have a work function lower than a sum of an

electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.3 electron volts.

10. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein a portion of the

first conductor electrode and a portion of the second conductor electrode which are in

contact with the semiconductor layer have a work function lower than a sum of an

electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.3 electron volts.

11. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, wherein an ohmic junction

is formed between the semiconductor layer and the first conductor electrode and

between the semiconductor layer and the second conductor electrode.

12. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, wherein an ohmic junction

is formed between the semiconductor layer and the first conductor electrode and

between the semiconductor layer and the second conductor electrode.

13. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, wherein an ohmic junction

is formed between the semiconductor layer and the first conductor electrode and

between the semiconductor layer and the second conductor electrode.

14. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein an ohmic junction

is formed between the semiconductor layer and the first conductor electrode and

between the semiconductor layer and the second conductor electrode.

15. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein an ohmic junction

is formed between the semiconductor layer and the first conductor electrode and

between the semiconductor layer and the second conductor electrode.



16. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, further comprising a gate

insulating film between the semiconductor layer and the gate.

17. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, further comprising a gate

insulating film between the semiconductor layer and the gate.

18. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, further comprising a gate

insulating film between the semiconductor layer and the gate.

19. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, further comprising a gate

insulating film between the semiconductor layer and the gate.

20. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, further comprising a gate

insulating film between the semiconductor layer and the gate.

21. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, wherein a work function of

a portion of the gate which is the closest to the semiconductor layer is higher than a sum

of an electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.6 electron volts.

22. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, wherein a work function of

a portion of the gate which is the closest to the semiconductor layer is higher than a sum

of an electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.6 electron volts.

23. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, wherein a work function of

a portion of the gate which is the closest to the semiconductor layer is higher than a sum

of an electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.6 electron volts.

24. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein a work function of

a portion of the gate which is the closest to the semiconductor layer is higher than a sum

of an electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.6 electron volts.



25. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein a work function of

a portion of the gate which is the closest to the semiconductor layer is higher than a sum

of an electron affinity of the semiconductor layer and 0.6 electron volts.

26. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, wherein a width of the

offset region is more than or equal to 10 nm and less than or equal to 100 ran.

27. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, wherein a width of the

offset region is more than or equal to 10 nm and less than or equal to 100 nm.

28. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, wherein a width of the

offset region is more than or equal to 10 nm and less than or equal to 100 nm.

29. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein a width of a first

portion of the semiconductor layer between the first conductor electrode and the second

conductor electrode is wider than that of a second portion of the semiconductor layer

between the second conductor electrode and the third conductor electrode.

30. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein a width of a first

portion of the semiconductor layer between the first conductor electrode and the second

conductor electrode is wider than that of a second portion of the semiconductor layer

between the second conductor electrode and the third conductor electrode.

31. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, wherein the semiconductor

layer comprises an i-type semiconductor.

32. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, wherein the semiconductor

layer comprises an i-type semiconductor.

33. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, wherein the semiconductor

layer comprises an i-type semiconductor.



34. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein the semiconductor

layer comprises an i-type semiconductor.

35. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein the semiconductor

layer comprises an i-type semiconductor.

36. The field effect transistor according to claim 1, wherein the gate comprises

a material selected from the group consisting of platinum, gold, tungsten, and indium

nitride.

37. The field effect transistor according to claim 2, wherein the gate comprises

a material selected from the group consisting of platinum, gold, tungsten, and indium

nitride.

38. The field effect transistor according to claim 3, wherein the gate comprises

a material selected from the group consisting of platinum, gold, tungsten, and indium

nitride.

39. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein the gate comprises

a material selected from the group consisting of platinum, gold, tungsten, and indium

nitride.

40. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein the gate comprises

a material selected from the group consisting of platinum, gold, tungsten, and indium

nitride.

41. The semiconductor device according to claim 4, wherein the semiconductor

device is an inverter.

42. The semiconductor device according to claim 5, wherein the semiconductor

device is an inverter.
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